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Abstract
This study is concerned with the investigation of the associated properties of subcell discretisations for viscoelastic flows, where aspects of
compatibility of solution function spaces are paramount. We introduce one new scheme, through a subcell finite element approximation fe(sc),
and compare and contrast this against two precursor schemes—one with finite element discretisation in common, but at the parent element level
quad-fe; the other, at the subcell level appealing to hybrid finite element/finite volume discretisation fe/fv(sc). To conduct our comparative study,
we consider Oldroyd modelling and two classical steady benchmark flow problems to assess issues of numerical accuracy and stability—cavity
flow and contraction flow. We are able to point to specific advantages of the finite element subcell discretisation and appreciate the characteristic
properties of each discretisation, by analysing stress and flow field structure up to critical states of Weissenberg number. Findings reveal that the
subcell linear approximation for stress within the constitutive equation (either fe or fv) yields a more stable scheme, than that for its quadratic
counterpart (quad-fe), whilst still maintaining second-third order accuracy. The more compatible form of stress interpolation within the momentum
equation is found to be via the subcell elements under fe(sc); yet, this makes no difference under fe/fv(sc). Furthermore, improvements in solution
representation are gathered through enhanced upwinding forms, which may be coupled to stability gains with strain-rate stabilisation.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Here, we are interested in analysing subcell discretisations
for viscoelastic flows. In this regard, we are motivated by our
earlier work, where we constructed a hybrid finite element/finite
volume (fe/fv) incremental pressure-correction formulation, util-
ising triangular parent finite elements for velocity–pressure
coupling and subcell approximation for stress, of cell-vertex
finite volume form (akin to linear fe interpolation). The advan-
tages of such a combination are now well established in the
viscoelastic literature, inclusive of incompressible [1–3] and
mildly compressible flow settings [4,5]. We point to the dual
issues raised here: (a) parent element and function spaces ver-
sus parent-child elements and their associated function spaces;
(b) finite element versus finite volume discretisation and associ-
ated constructs. Under the former aspect and the finite element
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domain, there have been related contributions from Marchal
and Crochet [6] and Basombrio et al. [7], which have both
pointed to the superior system compatibility properties that
might be attracted by linear stress interpolation (see also Baai-
jens [8] for discontinuous stress treatment), in the presence of
quadratic velocity representation. Marchal and Crochet [6] also
had recourse to introduce fe-subcell approximation (stress), but
over rectangular elements. In companion part of this study, we
focus on the selection of order/continuity and treatment of veloc-
ity gradients which is a strongly interconnected issue, handled in
various means: global Galerkin and localised recovery are two
such. We opt here for the latter recovery choice.
In the light of this knowledge, we wish to identify the proper-
ties of a new subcell finite element fe(sc)-approximation, which
essentially replaces the fv-subcell form within our hybrid finite
fe/fv(sc) pressure-correction system. This novel fe(sc)-scheme
can be characterised against both the pure finite element dis-
cretisation at the parent element level, quad-fe, and the hybrid
subcell scheme, fe/fv(sc) -so, via three individual schemes. To
0377-0257/$ – see front matter © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Table 1
Variable interpolation and definitions
Velocity and pressure Stress Interpolation
Quadratic parent u(x, t) =
∑6
j=1
Uj(t)φj(x), p(x, t) =
∑3
k=1
Pk(t)ψ(x) τ(x, t) =
∑6
j=1
τj(t)φj(x) (quadratic) φj(x), j = 1, 6 (quad.),
ψk, k = 1, 3 (lin.)
Linear subcell u(x, t) =
∑6
j=1
Uj(t)φj(x), p(x, t) =
∑3
k=1
Pk(t)ψk(x) τ(x, t) =
∑3
k=1
τk(t)ψk(x) (linear) φj(x), j = 1, 6 (quad.),
ψk, k = 1, 3 (lin.)
Type Pressure Velocity Stress Velo-grad
Momentum
Quad. parent Quad-xMom p1 u2 τ2 u1 (disct.) ± SRS
linear-sub Lin-Mom p1 u2 τ1 (sc) u1 (disct.) ± SRS
Stress (SUPG-fe) (FDMDC-fv)
Quad, parent fe p1 u2 τ2 u2 (recov.)
Linear-sub fe/fv(sc) p1 u2 τ1 (sc) u2 (recov.)
Linear-sub fe(sc) p1 u2 1 (sc) u2 (recov.)
conduct our comparative study, bearing in mind established
benchmark data, we consider the Oldroyd-B model viscoelastic
fluid and two classical steady-state planar problems: cavity flow
and abrupt-corner contraction flow, within a Cartesian frame-
of-reference. The cavity flow problem is particularly useful to
categorise orders of spatial convergence across schemes. The
contraction flow problem poses a severe singularity in stress and
velocity gradient at the sharp re-entrant corner, disclosing solu-
tion features of lip-vortices and downstream stress boundary lay-
ers in sub-critical to critical Weissenberg number (We) solution
fields. The response of the various schemes proposed, in their
ability to tightly capture such solution features, is a common
measure adopted to report on their relative stability properties.
Throughout the study aspects of compatibility of solution
function spaces are paramount. This arises through the sub-
cell formulation itself for stress, and through its consequences,
via secondary variables such as velocity gradients, and asso-
ciated terms in the momentum equations. These issues lie in
common upon each of the three schemes proposed. So, for
example, this discloses one form of momentum stress-term
representation based upon quadratic parent-elements, Quad-
τMom. An alternative, is to adopt the subcell functions, yielding
the Lin-τMom implementation. There is also the distinction to
draw between finite element and finite volume upwinding con-
structs and variations therein, placing this within the context
of the above study. Of particular relevance here is the use of
“Streamline Upwind Petrov Galerkin (SUPG)” for fe-schemes
and “Fluctuation Distribution” stencils for fv-schemes. The for-
mer may be augmented with a cross-stream diffusion treatment
via Discontinuity Capturing (DC) [8–10]; the latter provides
us with “Low-Diffusion-B (LDB)” stencils, that are advanced
to “Positive Streamwise Invariance (PSI)” forms [1]. In addi-
tion, stabilisation techniques [5,11–13] may be applied to all
scheme variants to enhance robustness, under which we consider
one form of “Strain-Rate-Stabilisation (SRS)”- akin to DEVSS
formulations [11].
In our recent work [5] and elsewhere [11–13], SRS-inclusion
has provided the most improvement in levels of critical.
We reached, while stress-peak levels have been constrained.
Theoretically, the appended differed-correction term in the SRS-
formulation has the dual effect of controlling cross-stream
solution propagation and meeting compatibility requirements
between function spaces on stress and velocity gradients, a la
extended Ladysenskaja-Babuska-Brezzi (LBB) condition sat-
isfaction [14]. In addition, the SRS-term, which is spatially
localised at the re-entrant corner, was found to characterise
convergence patterns in the temporal error-norm for stress and
to produce tighter capture of the stress singularity and down-
stream boundary layer. Under the issue of compatibility of
function spaces, the specific role that stress/velocity-gradient
interpolation plays is a key aspect. In the present study to avoid
subjugation and over-complication, we adopt a single approx-
imation for velocity-gradient representation, that of localised
superconvergent recovered form [15], continuous and quadratic
on the parent fe-triangular element. We place this approach
alongside alternative global/local approaches in a companion
study, where we can do justice to this detailed matter. In Table 1,
we categorise variable interpolation selection and scheme defi-
nition.
We are able to point to specific advantages of the novel fe(sc)-
discretisation and appreciate the characteristic properties of each
discretisation in turn, by analysing stress and flow field struc-
ture up to critical states of Weissenberg number. Interpreting
the outcome, we find it particularly useful to refer to the work
of Aboubacar et al. [2,3], Oliveira and co-workers [16,17] on
vortex behaviour.
2. Flow problems and discretisation
In the present study, we introduce two benchmark problems
based on an Oldroyd-B fluid to evaluate subcell schemes charac-
teristics with regard to numerical stability and precision, namely
lid-driven cavity flow and abrupt 4:1 planar contraction flow.
The focus of the present work is concerned with compatibil-
ity arguments through stress interpolation order and element
reference.
The lid-driven cavity ﬂow: This problem is often applied to
the computations of viscous flows [18–20]. In the viscoelastic
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context, the problem presents singularities at both lid cor-
ners [21]. Recently, Fattal and Kupferman [22,23] introduced
a log-conformation representation to address the highly elastic
solutions for the Oldroyd-B model. Their novel implementa-
tion was found to be stable even at large We, with results
presented for the cavity problem up to We = 5.0 in [23] (see
critical assessment related to mesh resolution in Afonso et al.
[24]). The lid velocity is frequently taken of either constant or
parabolic form, the latter being adopted here [21,23]. The mesh
structure is symmetric, uniform and regular about the centre
of the square unit box (reflected symmetry, see Fig. 1a). Each
square subcell composes a pair of triangular cells; diagonals
emanate from the cavity centre, radiating out at right angles. On
the top moving-lid, the parabolic velocity profile is imposed
as ux = 16x2(1 − x)2, along with a fixed pressure (p = 0) and
stress (τ = 0) at the departing flow edge/point. No-slip veloc-
ity boundary conditions are also imposed on the cavity walls.
The Oldroyd-B fluid model is adopted, focussing on a specific
elasticity level of We = 0.25, from a quiescent state, and viscos-
ity split fractions of μ1 = μ2 = 1/2. Both creeping (Re = 0) and
inertial (Re = 100) flows are considered.
Planar contraction ﬂow: The flow of an Oldroyd-B fluid
through a planar 4:1 contraction with an abrupt corner represents
a valuable benchmark problem. For example, vortex behaviour
is often taken as a means to quantify scheme accuracy and
stability by comparing against the literature on experimental
trials. Early experimental studies were conducted by Evans
and Walters [25,26], followed by Boger [27] and recently by
McKinley and co-workers [28,29]. Numerical predictions have
also been performed by Renardy [30], Oliveira and co-workers
[16,17], Webster and co-workers [2–5,15], and Rodd et al.
[29]. Here, the numerical stability of the novel fe(sc) scheme
Fig. 1. Problem schema: (a) lid-driven cavity mesh with boundary conditions; (b) contraction flows with; (c) mesh refinement M1–M4.
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is thoroughly investigated. A schematic representation of the
domain is depicted in Fig. 1b. We take advantage of flow sym-
metry about the horizontal central axis of the problem. Various
meshes (M1–M4), illustrated in Fig. 1c, have been employed in
an extensive mesh refinement analysis A characteristic velocity
(U) is chosen as the downstream channel mean-velocity, whilst
the half-channel width () is taken as the characteristic length.
We consider creeping flow (Re = 0) for the Oldroyd-B model,
with viscosity fractions of μ1 = 8/9 and μ2 = 1/9. No-slip
boundary conditions are assumed on the solid boundary. At
the inlet, transient boundary conditions of Waters and King
[31] type are imposed, through a set of transient profiles
for normal velocity (Ux) and stress (τxx, τxy), and vanishing
cross-sectional component (Uy) and stress (τyy). In contrast,
at the domain exit, a zero-pressure reference level is imposed
with vanishing cross stream and natural normal boundary
conditions on velocity. At the first non-zero We-solution stage
(i.e. We = 0.1) simulations commence from a quiescent initial
state in all variables. Subsequently, a continuation strategy in
We is employed in steps of say We = 0.1, until the numerical
scheme fails (diverges or oscillates).
Governing equations: The relevant non-dimensional equa-
tion system for such isothermal, viscoelastic, incompressible
fluid flows of density ρ may be represented in the form of con-
servation of mass and transport of momentum, supplemented by
a constitutive equation for stress. These equations of momen-
tum, mass and extra-stress may be expressed for the Oldroyd-B
model, viz.
Re
∂u
∂t
= ∇ · (2μ2D + ) − Reu · ∇u − ∇p (1)
∇ · u = 0 (2)
We
∂
∂t
= 2μ1D −  − We(u · ∇ −  · ∇u − ( · ∇u)T), (3)
where u, p and τ represent the velocity, pressure, and extra-
stress, respectively. Total stress may be segregated into viscous
and elastic parts, T = 2μ2D + τ, and the rate-of-deformation
tensor is defined through the velocity gradients, LT =u,
as: D = (L + LT)/2. Here, the zero shear viscosity is divided
into polymeric (μ1) and viscous (μ2) contributions, so that
μ0 =μ1 + μ2. In addition, we introduce the dimensionless
Reynolds (Re = ρU/μ0) and Weissenberg group (We = λU/)
numbers.
The space-time discretisation through the fe-semi-implicit
Taylor-Galerkin/pressure-correction scheme may be expanded
in the following form:
Stage 1a:(
2Re
t
M + μ2
2
(S + SSRS)
)
(Un+(1/2) − Un)
= {−[μ2(S + SSRS) + ReN(U)]U − BT }n
+LT{Pn + θ1(Pn − Pn−1)},
2We
t
M(T n+(1/2) − T n)
= {2μ1MD − (M + WeN(U))T+We(N(T )L+N(T )LT)}n
Stage 1b:(
Re
t
M + μ2
2
(S + SSRS)
)
(U∗ − Un)
= {−[μ2(S + SSRS) + ReN(U)]U − BT }n+(1/2)
+LT{Pn + θ1(Pn − Pn−1)},
We
t
M(T n+1 − T n)
= {2μ1MD − (M + WeN(U))T
+We(N(T )L + N(T )LT)}n+(1/2) (4)
Stage 2:
K(Pn+1 − Pn) = Re
θt
LU∗ (5)
Stage 3
Re
t
M(Un+1 − U∗) = −θLT(Pn+1 − Pn). (6)
Here, the superscript (n) denotes the time level, t the
time-step, θ = 1/2 and 0 ≤ θ1 ≤ 1. Precise matrix forms are
provided below, once spatial discretisation has been intro-
duced. The SRS-term appended to the momentum equation, see
Eq. (4) in Stage 1a and 1b, is evaluated as: ∫
Ω
φiα(2μ2)∇ ·
(D − Dc)n dΩ, over the domain Ω with quadratic weighting
functions φi(x). In this approach, the appended differed-
correction term within the momentum equation takes the form
of the difference between the discontinuous rate-of-deformation
(D) under fe-approximation, and its recovered equivalent (Dc),
based on localised velocity gradient recovery procedures [15]
with α = μ1/μ2. As previously observed, the consequence of
SRS-inclusion is to influence the solution locally around the
contraction zone, with only minor effect upon the satisfaction
of mass conservation [5]. In addition, we appeal to a recovery-
type technique [15] to enhance the quality of velocity gradient
representation.
2.1. Quadratic and subcell ﬁnite-element methodology
Here, the quadratic-fe (parent) grid may be utilised as a plat-
form for the subcell (sc) grid, from which control domains
are constructed. Each cell is composed of four sub-triangles,
formed by connecting the mid-side nodes of the parent ele-
ment, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Stress variables are located at the
vertices of the cells. Originally, under the parent quadratic-fe
scheme, the stress was approximated through quadratic shape
functions φj(x), whilst under the new fe(sc) representation, lin-
ear stress interpolation ψk(x) is employed (see Table 1). Based
on such interpolation, we define the matrix notation of Eqs.
(4)–(6). For the diffusion (S), the pressure stiffness (K) and
the L and B matrices, conventional parent (par) element rep-
resentation of [4] is employed. Alternatively across equations,
for the consistent mass (M) and the advection (N) matrices, the
following generalised definitions emerge, appealing also to the
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Fig. 2. (a) Parent fe (grey), fv-subcells (yellow), MDC area for node l and (b)
LDB-scheme representation.
subcell (sc):
Mij =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∫
Ω
φiφj dΩ (mom.-par)∫
Ω
ω
par
i φj dΩ (stress-par)∫
Ωsc
ωsci ψj dΩsc (stress-sc)
,
N(U)ij =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∫
Ω
φi(φlU l)∇φj dΩ (mom.-par)∫
Ω
ω
par
i (φlU l)∇φj dΩ (stress-par)∫
Ωsc
ωsci (φlU l)∇ψj dΩsc (stress-sc)
,
and
N(T )ij =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
∫
Ω
ω
par
i (φlT l)φjdΩ (stress-par)∫
Ωsc
ωsci (ψlT l)ψjdΩsc (stress-sc)
,
with ωi =
{
φi(par)
ψi(sc)
and Ωsc = Ω4 . (7)
2.1.1. Streamline upwinding Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG)
Conventional Galerkin fe-discretisation is ideal for the
approximation of diffusion-based problems (see [15]). This
applies for the equations of motion in the low Reynolds num-
ber regime where they display elliptic-dominated character. In
contrast, the Oldroyd-B constitutive equation displays hyper-
bolic character. Thus, it is necessary to employ some form of
upwinding treatment. In this regard, the SUPG-variant has been
successfully employed to stabilise the Galerkin formulation for
convection-dominated flows (see [13]). Based on the quadratic-
fe and fe(sc) stress equations, the SUPG-weighting function is
defined as:
ωi =
{
φi + αhu · ∇φi(par)
ψi + αhu · ∇ψi(sc)
(8)
where u is the velocity vector and αh is a scalar SUPG-
parameter [10]. αh is a function of mesh size, unit velocity vector
(vj, vk) and local coordinates (ξi), over parent element or subcell,
so that,
αh =
⎧⎨
⎩
t2
√
g, if 0 ≤ g ≤ 1,
1√
g
, if g ≥ 1, with g =
∂ξi
∂xj
∂ξi
∂xk
vjvk.
(9)
2.1.2. Discontinuity capturing (DC)
The Discontinuity Capturing (DC) stabilisation technique is
grafted on to the SUPG-scheme described above, to act in the
solution gradient direction (cross-stream). This has the effect of
stabilising the scheme and smoothing the solution field, thereby
capturing strong discontinuities in a local and compact man-
ner [13]. Without lose of generality, focus is given to the fe(sc)
implementation. Consistently, the weighting function Eq. (8) is
supplemented to:
ωi = ψi + αhu · ∇ψi + βhup · ∇ψi. (10)
Here, up = (u · ∇τh/|∇τh|2) · ∇τh is the projected velocity
in the stress-gradient direction, βh is the DC-parameter (defined
below) and τh is the elemental stress solution. Shakib [10] pro-
posed a DC-alternative, with the following term appended to the
discretised constitutive equation:∫
βh∇ξψi · ∇ξτh dΩ. (11)
The parameterβh is provided in [10], see also Baaijens [8], as:
βh = 2‖τh‖2α/‖∇τh‖2 where ‖τh‖2α = τh · αhτh, and
‖∇ξτh‖2 = ∇ξτh · ∇ξτh. See Carew et al. [9] for further safe-
guard, re uniform boundedness and βh ≤ 1. In contrast to the
fe(sc) method with DC-stabilisation, below we turn our atten-
tion to the hybrid-fe/fv(sc) variant with its improved stabilised
form.
2.2. Hybrid ﬁnite-element/volume methodology
Wapperom and Webster [1] employed a quadratic Galerkin
fe-formulation for the equations of motion and fv-form for the
constitutive equation alone, namely: hybrid-fe/fv(sc), see Mar-
chal and Crochet [6]. Briefly, the constitutive equation Eq. (3)
is divided into convective flux (R = u·τ) and source terms
(Q = 1/We(2μ1D−τ) + τ·u + (τ·u)T); alternative upwinding
strategies provide scheme variants, see [2,5,32] for full detail.
Finite volume integrals can be evaluated over different control
volumes, namely: the subcell triangle T(ΩT) and/or median-
dual-cell (MDCT) control volume (see Fig. 2a). The stress nodal
update (l) is accumulated from all fv-triangles surrounding node
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l over Ωl =
∑
TlΩT , as:
(n+1l − nl )
t
=
∑
∀T δT aTl (RT + QT )
ˆΩ1
+
∑
∀T δMDCT (RlMDCT + QlMDCT )
ˆΩ2
, (12)
where, depending on definition of areas ˆΩ1 and ˆΩ2,
we retrieve a class of schemes: (CTi, i = 1,3); ˆΩ1 = ˆΩ2 ≡
ˆΩFD + ˆΩMDC, where ˆΩFD =
∑
Tl
δT α
T
l ΩT and ˆΩMDC =∑
MDCl
δMDCT ΩT . The parameters δT and δMDC, with
δMDC = 1−δT, are applied to discriminate between alternative
update strategies, being functions of fluid elasticity, We, advec-
tion velocity per cell, a, and mesh size, h, through parameter
 = We(a/h). Parameter δT may be defined based on ξ, being ξ/3
if |ξ| < 3 and unity otherwise (see [32] for alternative forms).
We proceed to introduce the various FD-schemes fe/fv(sc)-
construct analysed in this study, namely LDB and PSI
(see background literature [33–36]). These schemes are con-
structed to observe the numerical properties of conservation(∑
Tl
αTl = 1
)
on any given triangle cell T, and linearity preser-
vation, to represent the steady-state solutions exactly for linear
problems. Positivity, which relates to pure convection, implies
the preservation of monotonocity by prohibiting the emergence
of false extrema in the temporal solution.
2.2.1. Low diffusion B (LDB) scheme
The LDB-scheme is found to be appropriate, for steady vis-
coelastic flows [3,32] where source terms may dominate. This
is a linear scheme with linearly preservation and non-positive
properties and second-order accuracy [3]. The LDB-distribution
coefficients αi are obtained on each triangle via angles γ1, γ2
(defined in Fig. 2b), subtended at an inflow vertex (i) by the
advection velocity a (average of velocity field per fv-triangular
cell), viz.
αi = sin γ1 cos γ2
sin (γ1 + γ2) , αj =
sin γ2 cos γ1
sin (γ1 + γ2) and αk = 0.
(13)
Interestingly, the closer a is to being parallel to one of the
boundary element sides, the larger is the contribution to that
downstream boundary node.
2.2.2. Positive streamwise Invariant (PSI) scheme
The PSI-scheme is a non-linear scheme and possesses both
positive and linearly preserving characteristics. It has invariance
towards direction within a triangle and is first-order accurate in
time and second-order accurate at steady-state [1]. It is equiva-
lent to the Narrow N-scheme with a minmod limiter [34], which
is a linear positive -scheme. The scheme has shock-capturing
capabilities and has the lowest cross-diffusion noise. Wapperom
and Webster [1] recognized the importance of linearity preser-
vation to achieve high-order accuracy and the role of positivity
on transient stability. By first defining the N-scheme coefficients
as:
βi = −ki(l − k) and βj = −kj(l − k), (14)
we may establish PSI-distribution coefficients, αi, deter-
mined to satisfy conditions:
• βi + βj < 0 then
{
αi = 0, αi = 1 for |βi| < |βj|
αi = 1, αi = 0 for |βi| > |βj|
,
and
• βi + βj = 0 then αi = αj = 1/2.
βi + βj > 0 then αi = βi
βi + βj and αj =
βj
βi + βj .
(15)
3. Results and discussion
We begin by considering the cavity flow, the quad-fe and the
subcell schemes, fe(sc) and fe/fv(sc). Initially only base-form
constructs of fe-SUPG and fv-LDB are considered.
3.1. Cavity ﬂow: convergence and solution
Under the cavity flow problem, three numerical schemes are
investigated: quad-fe (or simply fe in figures), and both fe(sc),
and fe/fv(sc). Oldroyd-B steady-state solutions are extracted for
each scheme at We = 0.25 starting from quiescent conditions.
Particular attention is paid to mesh accuracy for spatial and tem-
poral convergence trends; also variable fields through contour,
profile and stream-function plots. A principal point of compar-
ison is to demonstrate the impact of inertia for such flows.
3.1.1. Spatial convergence
Due to the lack of an analytical solution in the viscoelastic
context, a fine mesh solution on 120 × 120 is taken as a refer-
ence, against which three further mesh solutions are compared
(20 × 20, 40 × 40 and 80 × 80). A spatial order of conver-
gence is computed by evaluating the relative error norm Eh =
‖χi − χhi ‖∞/‖χi‖∞ in its departure from the 120 × 120 mesh
solution χi, based on time-step, t = 10−4.
The data on spatial accuracy order is recorded in Fig. 3 and
Table 2. The major features may be distilled from the averages
taken, in the regime of more refined data, across components
of velocity and stress separately. Here, we gather third-order
in velocity for fe-discretisation (either par or sc); the fe/fv(sc)
scheme displays second-order in contrast. Switching to stress,
the subcell variants both reach slightly higher order (2.63 and
2.52) than par-quad-fe (of 2.29). This provides some justifica-
tion for the subcell-linear stress construction and the realisation
that fe-discretisation is superior in coupling this methodology
with velocity extraction (as originally conceived). We observe
the most consistency in order through fe(sc) across all stress
and velocity components. For this particular problem, it is con-
spicuous that larger error norm magnitude is gathered in the
τxx-component over other stress components. If anything and in
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Fig. 3. Spatial error norm (Eh) plots: cavity flow, three schemes and velocity and stress, We = 0.25, and Re = 0.
the region of more refined data, the order on the τyy-component
proves the more sensitive, reducing the average order across
components under quad-fe and fe/fv(sc).
3.1.2. Temporal convergence
Assessment of temporal-convergence trends to steady-state
has been performed based on creeping flow considerations and
under the 80 × 80-mesh square sub-divisions. Such trends for
individual solution components of velocity, stress, and pres-
sure variables under the three numerical schemes are depicted
in Fig. 4a. As shown, convergence to steady state is largely gov-
erned by stress, independent of scheme employed, reflecting a
superior rate of convergence for all solution components under
subcell-linear stress interpolations in contrast to their quadratic
counterpart. Less time is required in velocity development under
the fe(sc) approximation to reach an equitable level of tolerance,
followed by that of the fe/fv(sc) variant. Stress temporal conver-
gence increments for different mesh distributions and numerical
schemes are shown in Fig. 4b. Note, independent of mesh-size,
the same rate of temporal convergence in stress is observed with
both subcell schemes (fe/fv(sc) and fe(sc)). In summary, one may
infer that subcell stress interpolations provide better spatial and
temporal convergence rates in contrast to their quadratic stress
interpolation equivalent.
3.1.3. Solution ﬁelds and proﬁles
Under creeping flow and at We = 0.25, stream function pat-
terns, as depicted in Fig. 5 (top), are found insensitive to the
numerical scheme employed, providing a level of confidence in
solution validity for all schemes tested. The streamlines display
the recirculating nature of the flow, with distortion near the sin-
gular corners, and a secondary Moffatt-type vortex in the lower
Table 2
Order of accuracy for velocity and stress, three scheme variants, cavity flow, Re = 0, We = 0.25, and t = 10−4
h Velocity Stress
U V Average τxx τxy τyy Average
Quad-fe
1/80–1/40 3.99 2.99 3.49 2.34 2.68 1.85 2.29
1/40–1/20 2.26 2.36 2.31 1.51 2.18 2.39 2.03
fe(sc)
1/80–1/40 2.97 2.83 2.90 2.38 2.62 2.89 2.63
1/40–1/20 1.41 2.02 1.72 1.46 1.84 2.21 1.84
fe/fv(sc)
1/80–1/40 2.81 1.41 2.11 3.49 2.41 1.65 2.52
1/40–1/20 1.45 2.17 1.81 1.81 1.40 2.24 1.82
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Fig. 4. Temporal convergence for cavity flow, We = 0.25, Re = 0: (a) three schemes, mesh 80 × 80 (left) stress, (middle) velocity and (right) pressure; (b) stress
temporal convergence, different mesh-sizes, t = 10−4.
right-corner. The results with inertia inclusion (Re = 100) are
contrasted against the inertia-less case (Re = 0) in Fig. 5 (top)
(ψmin = −0.076 for Re = 0, ψmin = −0.073 for Re = 100, loca-
tion X, based on 120 × 120-mesh and We = 0.25). Streamlines
are twisted and distorted with increase of inertia towards the
downstream corner, and the primary vortex centre drops within
the cavity, following trends as in Fattal and Kupferman [23]).
In Fig. 5 (middle), we illustrate profile plots of velocity com-
ponents (ux, uy) across the cavity central lines (x = l/2, y = l/2),
under Newtonian on the left (We = 0, Re = 100), and viscoelastic
on the right (We = 0.25, with and without inertia effect). Note,
that the purely viscous results for any of the three schemes match
closely those observed by Ghia et al. [18]. Under the viscoelastic
context, the vertical velocity component (uy) is symmetric, and
the change of sign in the horizontal component (ux) occurs at
the same position independent of inertial considerations. With
We = 0, we barely observe any difference between solutions for
the three alternative scheme approximations, and therefore, only
the fe/fv-scheme findings are presented here.
Normal stress (N1) and shear stress (τxx) contours of Fig. 5
(bottom) exhibit a rightward shift as inertia increases and steep
gradients in the vicinity of the upper lid. The N1-component has
a thin boundary layer along the lid, and all stress components
have large gradients near the upper corners. Note, these solu-
tion plots follow similar trends to that reported by Fattal and
Kupferman [23] under creeping flow and at We = 1.0, 2.0 and
3.0. Independent of scheme employed, the position of the peak-
level differs between stress components: positioned upstream of
lid-centre for N1 (through τxx), and far downstream, just before
the right corner, for τxy (and τyy). Fattal and Kupferman [23]
stated that for Newtonian fluids, the discontinuity of the flow
field at the upper corners causes the pressure to diverge, without
affecting the well-posedness of the system. Accordingly, they
regularised the lid-motion, so that u vanished at the corners.
3.2. Contraction ﬂow: non-smooth entry-exit ﬂow
Throughout the exposition of numerical findings for the con-
traction flow problem, we report on the critical level of We
(Wecrit) attained by each scheme, stress profiles and contours
at selected We = 2.5, and vortex characteristics at Wecrit. We also
contrast results between fe(sc)-scheme against their fe/fv(sc)
equivalents. The level of Wecrit attained is commonly utilised
as a criterion to judge scheme stability, see Table 3 for various
schemes and associated Wecrit. The level of Wecrit reached by
fe(sc)-SUPG is about 25% larger than its fe/fv(sc)-LDB equiv-
alent (from LDB-Wecrit = 2.8 to SUPG-Wecrit = 3.6). Note, that
Wecrit-quad-fe was 2.2 [4]. At We = 2.0, the fe/fv(sc) reveals the
largest τxx-stress peak level, followed by the fe(sc) (a reduc-
tion of about 6%). The quad-fe interpolation provides the lowest
stress level (about 20% less compared to fe/fv(sc)). These fig-
ures adjust themselves to practically identical levels at We = 2.5
under both subcell schemes (as discussed below). Noticeably,
at We = 2.0 and at Wecrit = 2.2, the quad-fe approximation did
Table 3
Wecrit and τpeak, various schemes, contraction flow, mesh M3
Quad-fe
SUPG
fe/fv(sc) fe(sc)
LDB PSI SUPG SUPG-DC
Critical We 2.2 2.8 2.5 3.6 2.8
Peak τxx at Wecrit 76.3 103.8 89.7 119.9 105.3
Peak τxx at We = 2.0 71.5 90.10 80.19 85.01 81.81
Peak τxx at We = 2.5 – 101.7 89.7 100.5 91.2
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Fig. 5. Cavity flow, streamlines (top), We = 0.25: (a) three schemes, Re = 0; (b) fe/fv(sc), Re = 0, Re = 100; symmetry-line velocity profiles across cavity (centre),
fe/fv-scheme: (c) We = 0, Re = 100; (d) We = 0.25, Re = 0 and Re = 100; solution fields (bottom), fe/fv(sc) scheme, Re = 0 and Re = 100; (e) N1; (f)τxy.
not exhibit a lip-vortex, whilst at We = 2.0 both subcell schemes
reveal a minute lip-vortex of identical intensity.
3.2.1. Comparison at subcritical We
We begin by displaying in Fig. 6 consistency through mesh
refinement for the new scheme fe(sc), considering τxx-fields at
We = 1.5 and asymptotic behaviour around the re-entrant corner.
Four levels of refinement (M1–M4) of Fig. 1c cited above are
employed. We observe in Fig. 6b that findings based on M3-mesh
well approximate those of the most refined M4-discretisation
with fine capture of the asymptotic regime, justifying our sub-
sequent choice of M3-mesh. Furthermore, at We = 1.5 and under
M3-mesh (Fig. 6c), all schemes under investigation capture the
correct theoretical asymptotic trend (being 5/9 rate for velocity
components and the −2/3 slope for stress) with equitable level
of accuracy.
Hence on mesh-M3, we illustrate in Fig. 7a (τxx, τxy)-stress
profiles along the boundary wall (y = 3.0) for fe/fv(sc)-LDB and
fe(sc)-SUPG approximations at the moderate level of We = 2.5
(with incremental lateral x-shift per We-profile for clarity, re-
entrant corner positioned at x = 22). The stress-peak levels
attained in τxx match within about 1% (see Table 3) for both such
base schemes. Alternatively, the fe(sc)-SUPG variant exhibits
lower τxy-level, by about 20% in contrast to fe/fv(sc)-LDB vari-
ant. Furthermore, both base scheme stress profiles are fairly
smooth, an indication of enhanced stability enjoyed (we com-
ment upon advanced versions below). In fact, under We = 2.5,
τxx-fe(sc)-peak was larger than for the fe/fv(sc)-variant; yet, this
position is reversed beyondWe = 2.5. AtWe = 2.5 (τxx, τyy) -fields
are displayed in Fig. 7b. For each variable, and independent of
the scheme employed, identical contour levels are selected. We
barely notice any difference in contour patterns in the overall
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Fig. 6. Contraction flow, mesh refinement; We = 1.5: (a) τxx-contour fields, fe(sc)-SUPG, (i) mesh M1, (ii) M2, (iii) M3 and (iv) M4; asymptotic behaviour near
re-entrant corner, (left) velocity (U, V), (right) stress (τxx, τxy); (b) different meshes M1-M4, fe-SUPG-scheme; (c) different schemes, mesh M3.
contraction domain, except at the singular corner and along the
boundary wall.
3.2.2. Solutions with increasing We
τxx-Stress profiles (y = 3.0) with increasing We are displayed
in Fig. 8a and c for both fe/fv(sc)-LDB and fe(sc)-SUPG stress
interpolation schemes. These profiles are smooth up to the level
of Wecrit for both schemes. The fe(sc) approximation is found to
be more stable as it reaches a larger Wecrit = 3.6 (in contrast to
fe/fv(sc), Wecrit = 2.8) and maintains profile smoothness. Under
fe/fv(sc)-LDB interpolation, the τxx-stress profile remains fairly
smooth after the re-entrant corner at Wecrit = 2.8. In contrast,
under fe(sc)-SUPG and Wecrit = 3.6, the τxx-profile presents a
localised second dip, just downstream of the re-entrant corner,
absent at the We = 3.0 level. The location of this dip coincides
with the change in mesh density observed at x = 24 (see Fig. 1c).
The containment of these oscillations is thought to be responsi-
ble for stability gains.
3.2.3. Vortex behaviour
Trends in vortex activity, displaying salient-corner vortex size
and intensity, and lip-vortex intensity with increasingWe are pro-
vided in Fig. 9 (top) for both subcell schemes. In Fig. 9a and c
(bottom), we contrast streamline plots for both schemes variants
at specific We levels (at 2.0 and Wecrit). On size and intensity
of salient-corner vortex, close agreement is derived amongst
the various schemes considered. We observe that salient-corner
vortex response with increasing We is unaffected by the par-
ticular choice of scheme. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 9,
predictions follow the trend observed by Alves et al. [17], from
extrapolation on successively refined meshes. Note that our
proposed discretisation (mesh) is equivalent in density around
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Fig. 7. Stress at We = 2.5; (a) (τxx, τxy)-profiles, downstream-wall, (left) τxx, (right) τxy; (b) (τxx, τxy)-fields, (top) τxx, (bottom) τxy; under (left) fe/fv(sc): LDB, PSI,
and (right) fe(sc): SUPG, SUPG-DC, mesh M3.
the contraction to mesh M3/M4 of Alves et al. and that their
mesh M3 salient-corner vortex measures at We = 2.0 (accord-
ing to their Figs. 3 and 4) closely match our own: XR ∼= 1.22
and ψsa 1∼= 0.50 × 10−3. Furthermore, both scheme variants dis-
play a lip-vortex, which is more intense under the fe(sc)-SUPG
interpolation, at We = 2.0 and beyond, in contrast to that under
the fe/fv(sc)-LDB counterpart. Interestingly at We = 1.5, the lip-
vortex is still absent under the fe/fv(sc) scheme, while a minute
lip-vortex of 0.27 × 10−4 intensity emerges under fe(sc) inter-
polation; similarly, extrapolation of Alves et al. [17] in their
Fig. 8 yields ψlip = 0.2 × 10−4 of equitable order and size. The
discrepancy in lip-vortex under fe(sc)-SUPG and fe/fv(sc)-LDB
is mainly due to the type of upwinding procedure employed (see
below under supplementary upwinding strategies).
For all schemes under investigation, as elsewhere, no lip-
vortex is observed here at and below We = 1.0. Additionally, we
have also demonstrated that inclusion of compressibility con-
siderations promotes lip-vortex characteristics [5], in contrast
to under a purely incompressible flow setting. Furthermore, we
have found in our previous studies and elsewhere that lip-vortex
characteristics are somewhat sensitive to the numerical treatment
applied for the singularity, and to the quality of the mesh around
the corner. Overall, consistently with the literature, we observe
a reduction in salient-corner vortex intensity with increasing
elasticity, whilst the lip-vortex grows independently, without
merging the two together even at large We.
4. Supplementary upwinding strategies
Next, we proceed to interrogate the implementation of the
two advanced upwinding techniques (PSI and SUPG-DC), intro-
duced earlier in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.2.2. These represent the
extension of PSI (Positive Streamwise Invariant) to the base-
scheme fe/fv(sc)-LDB; and DC (discontinuity capturing) to the
base-scheme fe(sc)-SUPG. Improvement in scheme stability and
accuracy is examined through vortex analysis. For clarity and
consistency, in Figs. 6–9, results are contrasted against those for
the base-schemes. A summery of results is presented in Table 3,
contrasting findings at the various levels ofWecrit reached, stress-
peaks attained and vortex characteristics derived. There is about
11% reduction in Wecrit under the fe/fv(sc), from LDB to PSI.
Further reduction of about 22% is observed under the fe(sc),
from SUPG to SUPG-DC. Also at We = 2.5, there is reduction
of about 10% in stress-peak level attained for both upwinding
schemes in contrast to their base-scheme counterparts.
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Fig. 8. Stress profiles, increasing We; τxx-profiles, downstream-wall with zoom around corner; under (left) fe/fv(sc): (a) LDB and (b) PSI, and (right) fe(sc): (c) SUPG
and (d) SUPG-DC.
4.1. Comparison at subcritical We= 2.5
We recall stress (τxx, τxy) profile and contour plots illustrated
in Fig. 7. The application of additional upwinding constructs has
reduced stress-peaks by the same amount, independent of the
scheme. The reduction is about 9% for τxx and about 6% in τxy.
Under the PSI-scheme we have also observed a larger stress-dip,
occurring just downstream of the re-entrant corner. At this We-
level, there is barely any difference in stress fields, except near
the corner and tight to the downstream wall. There the expansion
of level contour 9 for τxx and level contour 7 for τxy in Fig. 7
is restrained by these particular upwinding additions. Similarly
at this We-level, the introducing of further upwinding forms has
provided little improvement to respective base-schemes through
velocity-gradient fields.
4.2. Increasing We
As anticipated, the introduction of cross-winding methods
has a direct impact on solutions, reducing the level of Wecrit.
This is clearly shown in Fig. 8b and d, illustrating τxx-stress pro-
files along the downstream boundary wall. Under fe/fv(sc)-PSI
schemes, Wecrit declines from 2.8 (LDB) to 2.5 (PSI). The drop
is more pronounced under the fe(sc)-SUPG-DC variant which
reduces Wecrit from 3.6 (SUPG) to 2.8 (SUPG-DC). Yet, stress
profiles remain smooth under all implementations. The second-
dip in τxx-profile (beyond the corner), occurring at Wecrit = 3.6
under SUPG, remains at the same location (x = 24) and is deeper
with SUPG-DC at Wecrit = 2.8. Here, DC-inclusion is shown to
tightly (locally) capture the downstream stress boundary layer.
We observe that beyondWe = 2.0, the first-dip level in τxx-profile,
attained just after the re-entrant corner, is negative with fe/fv(sc)
and deepens with increasing We. On the contrary, with fe(sc),
first-dip levels remain positive, being practically zero. In addi-
tion, stress fields (τxx, τxy) at respective Wecrit for all schemes,
retain smoothness across the domain. Notably, the application
of these upwinding constructs has proven to be responsible for
the control of such stress oscillation, at the expense of some
reduction in Wecrit.
4.3. Vortex behaviour
Associated vortex characteristics with increasing We are dis-
played in Fig. 9b and d. Oncemore, close agreement is gathered
between base-scheme implementations and their upwinding
variants, following the trend observed by Alves et al. [17], and
matching slightly better with SUPG-DC and PSI on size and
intensity. Overall, the lip-vortex is more enhanced under fe(sc)
schemes taken in contrast to fe/fv(sc) alternatives. At We = 2.0,
lip-vortex intensity with PSI is about half that for SUPG-DC.
We observe identical lip-vortex characteristics at any We under
fe(sc), when switching between SUPG and SUPG-DC, noting
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Fig. 9. Vortex behaviour, increasing We; (top) vortex trends; (bottom) streamlines, We = 2.0 and Wecrit, with zoom around corner; under (left) fe/fv(sc): (a) LDB and
(b) PSI and (right) fe(sc): (c) SUPG and (d) SUPG-DC, mesh M3.
the restriction of Wecrit to 2.8 for the latter. In particular, lip-
vortex characteristics at selected We for the PSI-scheme are
more elevated than those with the LDB-variant, and PSI-findings
closely track fe(sc) solutions. The similarities and differences
may be associated with the variance in upwinding strategy
employed, and somewhat as a consequence of the nature of the
mesh around the lip-vortex zone, as exposed below.
5. Enhancing stability through strain-rate stabilisation
(SRS)
In our recent work [5], strain-rate stabilisation (SRS) has
been thoroughly investigated under the base-scheme fe/fv(sc)
(LDB). SRS-inclusion has been found to promote the stability of
the scheme, doubling Wecrit from 2.8 to 5.9. Moreover, SRS-
modifications were localised ‘precisely’ about the re-entrant
corner characterising the singularity, independent of We-level.
Temporal convergence in the (D-Dc)-variable replicated trends
observed in stress. In addition, the application of the SRS-term
lowers stress-peak levels attained for any selected We-solution,
relative to the equivalent scheme without SRS, a feature that may
be responsible for the improved stability and further advance
in We. Likewise, we proceed to analyse SRS-term inclusion on
base subcell schemes, and fe(sc)-SUPG-DC and fe/fv(sc)-PSI.
That is, with a view to interrogating enhancement in stability
without significant degradation in accuracy. Here, we consider
impact upon salient-corner vortex characteristics and Wecrit
attainment. Findings based on SRS-application are summarised
in Table 4, reporting on criticalWe and stress-peak levels attained
at We = 2.5 and Wecrit.
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Table 4
Wecrit and τpeak, various SRS-schemes, contraction flow, mesh M3
SRS
fe/fv(sc) fe(sc)
LDB PSI SUPG SUPG-DC
Critical We 5.9 4.0 4.3 4.3
Peak τxx at Wecrit 157.3 116.4 122.2 121.7
Peak τxx at We = 2.5 91.9 99.6 95.2 87.7
5.1. Stress proﬁles and ﬁelds
In Fig. 10, we gather τxx-profiles for SRS-implementations
with increasing We, covering fe/fv(sc) (left: LDB/PSI) and fe(sc)
(right: SUPG/SUPG-DC. For the purpose of immediate com-
parison and for each scheme in turn, we illustrate graphically
the contrast against the non-SRS solution within a separate win-
dow (i). The detailed structure of the SRS-solution around the
re-entrant corner is expanded upon in a second zoomed plot, also
in a separate window (ii).
Commencing with fe/fv(sc) at We = 3.0 and beyond, we
observe the emergence of oscillations occurring downstream
just after the re-entrant corner. With increasing We, the region
of such oscillations broadens, whilst they increase in amplitude
and frequency. We may argue that this is a natural feature occur-
ring for larger We-solutions at these elevated We-levels; yet, it
is their localisation (see on for their source) that is responsi-
ble for stability gains (Fig. 10a). At We of 2.8 and earlier, such
oscillations are not apparent, with or without SRS-inclusion (see
Fig. 10a–i). By switching to the PSI-SRS alternative, we are able
to determine the specific effect that the choice of fluctuation dis-
tribution strategy has upon such issues. Here and in contrast to
LDB-solutions, we now see in Fig. 10b that these oscillations
are practically removed, right up to Wecrit = 4.0. Such pertur-
bations for We≥ 3.0 may be caused by the lack of smoothness
in transition through mesh refinement near the wall at x = 24
(see Fig. 1c-zoomed). We note therefore, the attendant enhance-
ment in stability for this scheme with SRS-inclusion, raising
Wecrit from 2.5 to 4.0, as apparent in the separate window plot.
We recognise that comparable levels of respective Wecrit-stress-
peak are reached between these schemes, with LDB-SRS of
Fig. 10. SRS-stress profiles, increasing We; τxx-profiles: (i) window without SRS-effect, (ii) zoom around corner; under (left) fe/fv(sc): (a) LDB-SRS and (b) PSI-SRS
and (right) fe(sc): (c) SUPG-SRS and (d) SUPG-DC-SRS.
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157.3 units and PSI-SRS of 157.4 units, yet the Wecrit differ
(WeLDB−SRScrit = 5.9, WePSI−SRScrit = 4.0). At We = 2.5 (solid-
lines in Fig. 10), the PSI-SRS stress-peak is about 8% larger
than for the LDB-SRS alternative; the LDB-SRS form also has
a lower downstream first-dip beyond the corner (see below). At
We = 4.0, the PSI-SRS stress-peak grows to about 51% larger
than that equivalently with LDB-SRS. With respect to stress-dip
levels and trends with increasing We, we observe that LDB-SRS
solutions switch from positive to ever decreasing negative values
for solutions, We > 3.0. Under PSI-SRS, stress-dip levels remain
small but positive throughout all We-solutions, which is not the
case under non-SRS implementations for We > 2.5. Under LDB,
the position is that such negative values arise at We = 2.0 with
the non-SRS form (less than with PSI), being delayed in onset
under SRS till We = 3.0.
In likewise fashion, SRS-inclusion has improved the stabil-
ity properties of fe(sc)-variant schemes, SUPG and SUPG-DC:
reaching identical Wecrit = 4.3 for both with SRS, as opposed to
without, of SUPG-Wecrit = 3.6 and SUPG-DC-Wecrit = 2.8. The
introduction of DC is subtle: it influences solution quality with
increasing We at larger We-levels, beyond say 2.5 for the cur-
rent problem. This may be discerned from trends in stress,
through profiles, where we may observe that there is greater
control (tighter capture) with DC than without, particularly
Fig. 11. SRS-vortex behaviour, increasing We; (top) vortex trends; (bottom) streamlines, We = 2.0 and Wecrit, with zoom around corner; under (left) fe/fv(sc): (a)
LDB-SRS and (b) PSI-SRS, and (right) fe(sc): (c) SUPG-SRS and (d) SUPG-DC-SRS, mesh M3.
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Table 5
Wecrit and τpeak, various Lin-τMom-fe(sc)-schemes, with and without SRS, con-
traction flow, mesh M3
no-SRS (SUPG) SRS (SUPG)
Quad-τMom Lin-τMom Quad-τMom Lin-τMom
Critical We 3.6 4.2 4.3 4.6
Peak τxx at Wecrit 119.9 124.6 122.2 118.9
Peak τxx at We = 2.5 100.5 98.2 95.2 93.6
Peak τxx at We = 3.5 116.2 113.6 114.2 111.6
apparent upon downstream oscillations (arising beyond We = 4.0
in fe(sc)-variants). Conspicuously, stress-peak levels are rela-
tively independent of DC-inclusion; though we do observe a
tendency to plateau out from sub-criticalWe = 4.0 to critical level
of 4.3. If anything, and at the lower level of We = 2.5 where SRS
has less impact, SUPG stress-peak level is about 8% larger than
with SUPG-DC. In fact, at this We-level of 2.5, independent
of scheme employed, the stress peak level is within a range of
87.7–101.7 (see Tables 3–5, for relevant values). All first stress-
dip levels are negative beyond We = 3.0 for fe(sc)-SRS schemes
and prove deeper with DC-inclusion. Likewise, second reflected
stress-peaks are more pronounced with DC than without; pro-
moting more tightly the capture of solution in the zones of stress
extrema.
5.2. Vortex behaviour
We observe that the addition of SRS-treatment upon schemes
LDB, PSI, SUPG and SUPG-DC has not altered prior trends in
salient-corner vortex behaviour, as charted in Fig. 11 (top-left).
In contrast, SRS-adjustment influences the corner solution state,
and not unexpectedly, is observed to have significant impact on
lip-vortex development, as depicted in Fig. 11 (top-right and
bottom). Under fe(sc)-SRS and increasing We, lip-vortex char-
acteristics are identical with or without DC up to Wecrit = 43.
Taking variation under fe/fv(sc) schemes, we observe compara-
ble but slightly lower trend with PSI from that of fe(sc)-SRS.
In addition, the response is markedly different between LDB
andPSI-variants, being considerably more prominent underPSI.
Furthermore, SRS-lip vortex trend is more elevated than that
without SRS-adjustment by around three times at We = 2.0 for
all schemes, with exception of LDB (by about eight times, see
Fig. 9). It is conspicuous that SRS-inclusion practically removes
the lip-vortex at large We under the LDB-variant, a position
which is examined next.
5.3. Lip-vortex and LDB-SRS
The fact that SRS-adjustment has removed the lip-vortex at
larger We under the fe/fv(sc)-LDB-scheme, whilst under other
scheme alternatives the lip-vortex is still present at Wecrit = 4.0,
Fig. 12. fe/fv(sc) lip-vortex behaviour, Wecrit: (i) under mesh type 1, (a) LDB, (b) LDB-SRS, (c) PSI, and (d) PSI-SRS; (ii) under mesh type 2, (e) LDB and (f)
LDB-SRS; (top) velocity-vectors and (bottom) lip-vortex.
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raises some questions. Under all other schemes (with or without
SRS) we have observed enlargement of lip-vortex intensity, ris-
ing with increasing elasticity, consistent with findings elsewhere
[5,17]. To clarify the position, by design and for the LDB-
scheme, the closer the advection velocity is to being parallel to an
element boundary, the larger the contribution to the downstream
boundary node (see Fig. 2b and Eq. (13)). A scrutiny of the mesh
orientation in the lip-vortex vicinity (Fig. 12i)) reveals some
element sides are parallel to the boundary wall just before the
corner; this spurns velocity-advection vectors (a) parallel to the
wall. Consequently, from Eq. (13), the LDB-upwinding param-
eter evaluates to γ2 = 0, and thus, αj = αk = 0 and αi = 1 (Fig. 2b).
Hence, all contributions are delivered to the upstream node, leav-
ing no possibility for a lip-vortex to emerge. To quantify this
position, a modified mesh has been generated (Fig. 12ii)), by
repositioning the set of nodes across the corner zone so that
γ2 = 0, as shown in Fig. 12 (zoomed). Under this mesh adjust-
ment and for both LDB and LDB-SRS schemes, a lip-vortex now
appears, as consistent with other findings. This indicates again,
the sensitivity of the numerical solution to the precise discretisa-
tion of the corner problem. Most significantly and independent
of the scheme employed, locations where the system residual
(mass-loss) concentrates remain localised around the corner,
with or without SRS-inclusion. Rise in elasticity has not altered
this position substantially.
6. Stress interpolation within momentum
equation—linear versus quadratic
Our final aim is to seek compatibility of solution interpolation
spaces, by considering various combinations of stress interpo-
lation within the system, between constitutive and momentum
equations. To date and for both subcell formulations, fe(sc)
and fe/fv(sc) schemes, stress interpolation within the momen-
tum equation has been selected, as with velocity, of quadratic
order defined upon the parent element, labelled in figures as
Quad-τMom. Within the constitutive equation, such interpolation
reverts to a linear order on the subcells comprising the parent
element. An alternative choice is to select momentum-stress
interpolation from that of the subcells, hence of piecewise-linear
form, Lin-τMom. To identify the individual properties of such
interpolation combinations, we conduct numerical trials on the
base schemes, fe(sc)-SUPG and fe/fv(sc)-LDB. Finally, we arrive
at some comments for advanced versions of these schemes dis-
cussed above. We report in Table 5 comparative findings between
both stress interpolations within the momentum equation, where
the effect of SRS-treatment may be investigated. The compar-
ison is made with regards to Wecrit attained, and stress-peaks
observed at Wecrit, We = 2.5 and We = 3.6.
Considering the 4:1 contraction flow problem at sub-critical
levels of elasticity, say We=2.5, we have found insignificant
Fig. 13. Stress profiles, increasing We; τxx-profiles, downstream-wall with zoom around corner; under (left) Quad-τMom, (right) Lin-τMom; (a) fe/fv(sc)-LDB and (b)
fe(sc)-SUPG.
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difference in solutions (mesh convergence, stress profiles and
field contours, vortices), under either Quad-τMom or Lin-τMom,
for both fe(sc)-SUPG and fe/fv(sc)-LDB. This is also true at
Wecrit = 2.8 with fe/fv(sc)-LDB, and for the enclosed cavity flow
considered earlier, up to and including the critical We-level.
Nevertheless, some departure is detected at critical levels under
fe(sc)-SUPG. This position with agreement across interpolation
choices is depicted through stress profiles and increasing We in
Fig. 13, for fe/fv(sc)-LDB (top) to Wecrit = 2.8, and fe(sc)-SUPG
(bottom) to We = 3.6, retaining Quad-τMom on the left, and Lin-
τMom to the right. Hence, we clearly demonstrate that such a
switch in stress interpolation has had no effect whatsoever on
the stability properties of the hybrid fe/fv(sc)-option. In contrast
under fe(sc)-SUPG, and up to We = 3.6 with either interpolation
form, practically identical solutions are maintained up to the
elevated level of Wecrit = 4.2 under Lin-τMom. This substanti-
ates a rise of about 17% in Wecrit for the Lin-τMom-variant, with
comparable superior suppression of growth features in ∂U/∂x
fields. As such, we would advocate the fe(sc)-SUPG scheme
with Lin-τMom as optimal, supplemented by DC (and possibly
SRS).
We observe in Fig. 14 (following Figs. 9 and 11) the matching
position on salient-corner vortex characteristics up to We = 3.6
for fe(sc)-SUPG (and fe/fv(sc) up to Wecrit = 2.8) under either
interpolation option and against those of Alves et al. [17]. Trends
in size adjustment remain fairly linear in decline, whilst those
in intensity begin to retard beyond We = 2.0, plateauing out after
We = 3.6 to the limit of Wecrit = 4.2 for the Lin-τMom-variant.
Interestingly, the sensitive feature of lip-vortex development
is also practically identical up to We = 3.6 with fe(sc)-SUPG
under both interpolations, yet survives somewhat longer to
Wecrit = 4.2 under Lin-τMom. On this solution feature, we may
also comment that lip-vortex development under fe/fv(sc)-LDB
rises with increasing We. However, this rate is lower than with
fe(sc)-SUPG, so that for example at Wecrit = 2.8, there is a 40%
reduction.
Fig. 14. Vortex behaviour, increasing We; (top) vortex trends; (bottom) fe(sc)-streamlines, We = 2.0 and Wecrit, with zoom around corner; under (left) Quad-τMom
and (right) Lin-τMom, mesh M3.
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Having extracted the superior properties of Lin-τMom with
fe(sc)-SUPG, we may turn to further additional modifications
of note. In this respect, we simply comment in passing upon
SRS-inclusion, whereupon fe(sc)-SUPG elevates Wecrit from 4.2
to 4.6, without any sign of deterioration in solution quality,
particularly in lip-vortex response.
7. Conclusions
This investigation has laid a sound footing for the fe(sc) stress
formulation, whereupon the subcell innovation of the hybrid
fe/fv(sc) approach has been captured within the fe-context. The
many and appealing advantages of this discretisation have been
exposed through superior rate of spatial convergence derived,
particularly when taken in contrast to the fe-parent and hybrid
fe/fv(sc) alternative schemes, and the solution features generated
over ever increasing We-values.
We have been able to tease out the significance of the precise
forms of upwinding applied under both fe and fv-context. This
has pointed to the shortcomings of fe/fv(sc)-LDB in lip-vortex
representation and its repair via PSI/cross-stream treatment.
Under fe(sc), the addition of weighted-residual discontinuity
capturing terms, is also found advantageous and to act in a
similar suppressive role upon numerical cross-stream diffusion.
The further considerations of strain-rate stabilisation and
stress-momentum interpolation complete the present study.
Here, SRS is again found to enhance stability properties of all
schemes considered, with significant impact upon Wecrit eleva-
tion. The most impressiveWecrit achieved is under fe/fv(sc)-LDB,
where the level of 5.9 is attained, underlying lip-vortex suppres-
sion. Under the fe(sc)-formulation, both SUPG and SUPG-DC
equate Wecrit at the level of 4.3.
Stress-momentum interpolation also proves optimal in the
linear subcell form for these linear stress approximations. This
is felt principally through enhancement in stability properties,
so for example, raising fe(sc)-SUPG Wecrit from 4.3 to 4.6,
upon switching between quadratic stress interpolation on the
parent element to linear on the subcell in the momentum equa-
tion (τMom(par) to τMom(sc)). This is achieved without any sign
of deterioration in solution quality. It is paramount to report that
all schemes investigated here, being under fe(sc) or fe/fv(sc),
provide similar response with regard to salient-corner charac-
teristics. The enhanced stability observed under fe/fv(sc) has not
affected lip-vortex intensity at sub-critical levels of We, through
discontinuity capturing, or stain-rate stabilisation, or switch-
ing to linear stress-momentum interpolation. In contrast under
the fe/fv(sc)-context, lip-vortex intensity has been found to be
sensitive to the particular numerical treatment applied.
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